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Positron emission tomography (PET) was used to identify 
the neural systems involved in shifting spatial attention to 
visual stimuli in the left or right visual field along foveofugal 
or foveocentric directions. Psychophysical evidence indi- 
cated that stimuli at validly cued locations were responded 
to faster than stimuli at invalidly cued locations. Reaction 
times to invalid probes were faster when they were pre- 
sented in the same than in the opposite direction of an on- 
going attention movement. PET evidence indicated that su- 
perior parietal and superior frontal cortex were more active 
when attention was shifted to peripheral locations than when 
maintained at the center of gaze. Both regions encoded the 
visual field and not the direction of an attention shift. In the 
right superior parietal lobe, two distinct responses were lo- 
calized for attention to left and right visual field. Finally, the 
superior parietal region was active when peripheral locations 
were selected on the basis of cognitive or sensory cues 
independent of the execution of an overt response. The fron- 
tal region was active only when responses were made to 
stimuli at selected peripheral locations. These findings in- 
dicate that parietal and frontal regions control different as- 
pects of spatial selection. The functional asymmetry in su- 
perior parietal cortex may be relevant for the pathophysiology 
of unilateral neglect. 

[Key words: spatial attention, positron emission tomo- 
graphy (PET), visual information processing, frontal cortex, 
parietal cortex, unilateral neglect] 

A typical visual scene is composed of many different objects, 
but we “pay attention” to only a few of them at any given time. 
Shifting attention to objects in the visual field is a component 
of many perceptual-motor processes, since spatial selection may 
be involved in detecting (Posner, 1980) or identifying (Eriksen 
and Hoffman, 1972) objects, or executing a response to an object 
such as an eye (Remington, 1980; Shepherd et al., 1986) or hand 
movement. 

Spatial selection is often controlled in psychological experi- 
ments by a cueing procedure that manipulates the probability 
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of appearance of a target at a particular location. Cognitive 
studies in human and nonhuman primates have demonstrated 
that visual performance on a variety of detection, discrimina- 
tion, and identification tasks is improved (benefits) or decreased 
(costs) by correct or incorrect cueing of target location (Eriksen 
and Hoffman, 1972; Petersen et al., 1987; Downing, 1988). 
Costs and benefits in these paradigms are independent of eye 
movements (Posner, 1980) and have a spatiotemporal distri- 
bution that can be accurately measured (Eriksen and Hoffman, 
1972; Posner, 1980; Posner and Cohen, 1984; Maylor, 1985; 
Shulman et al., 1985; Berlucchi et al., 1989; Muller and Rabbitt, 
1989). The effects of spatial cueing on processing are thought 
to reflect the action of spatial selection mechanism(s) for shifting 
the focus of processing to cued objects or locations. 

Regions of the parietal and frontal lobe that are reciprocally 
connected (Jones and Powell, 1970; Petrides and Pandya, 1984; 
Matelli et al., 1986; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1988; An- 
dersen et al., 1990a) might be important for implementing spa- 
tial attention operations. Lesions in inferior parietal and/or fron- 
tal (dorsolateral and anterior cingulate) cortex cause an inability 
to attend and respond to contralateral stimuli in both human 
and nonhuman primates (unilateral neglect syndrome; for re- 
views, see DeRenzi, 1982; Heilman et al., 1987b; Milner, 1987; 
Rizzolatti and Camarda, 1987). Although unilateral neglect is 
a complex syndrome involving a variety of deficits, some fea- 
tures have been related to a deficit in controlling components 
of visual attention as defined by spatial cueing procedures (Pos- 
ner et al., 1982, 1984). ERP recordings in normal volunteers 
show that spatial selection of a target location modulates specific 
components of the evoked potential that have been localized to 
posterior brain regions (Harter et al., 1982; Hillyard and Picton, 
1987; Mangun et al., 1987). Single-unit recording studies in 
macaques indicate that neurons in posterior parietal cortex 
(Bushnell et al., 1981) and the interconnected lateral pulvinar 
nucleus of the thalamus (Petersen et al., 1985) show a spatially 
selective enhancement of a visual response when the animal is 
covertly attending to a stimulus location. Neurons in frontal eye 
fields (Bushnell et al., 198 1; Bruce and Goldberg, 1985) dor- 
solateral prefrontal cortex (Both and Goldberg, 1989; Funahashi 
et al., 199 l), caudate nucleus (Hikosaka et al., 1989) and su- 
perior colliculus (Wurtz and Goldberg, 1972; Wurtz and Moh- 
ler, 1976) in contrast, show a selective enhancement only before 
the execution of an eye movement to the stimulus location. 

The distributed nature of these effects raises the problem of 
specifying the relative contribution of each region to the control 
of spatial selection. Introspectively, attention may be shifted to 
an object because its physical characteristics differ from those 
of the surrounding background, or because that particular object 
matches our current expectations or goals. While walking along 
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a uniformly gray sidewalk, one may spot a bright yellow tennis 
ball “popping out” of the background; attention is mostly driven 
by a strong figure-ground segregation signal. When first looking 
at the Mona Lisa, one may search the mouth region for her 
famous smile; attention is shifted on the basis of previous knowl- 
edge about that particular painting. These two cases correspond 
to the psychological distinction between spatial selection gen- 
erated via exogenous (sensory) or endogenous (cognitive) cues 
(Jonides, 198 1; Muller and Rabbitt, 1989) and may involve 
different neural pathways. 

experiment, and a different group of six volunteers (3 men, 3 women) 
was studied in a pilot psychophysical experiment. Volunteers for the 
PET experiment were screened on the basis of their psychophysical 
results in the main experimental task (see below). 

Apparatus 

Subjects were tested in a blackened sound-proof room during session 
1, in which psychophysical data were collected, and in the scanner room 
during session 2, in which psychophysical and PET data were collected. 
During session 2, each subject lay on a scanner couch and wore an 
individually molded, closely fitted, plastic facial mask to ensure head 
stability (Fox et al., 1985a). The room was dimly illuminated and equip- 
ment cooling fans produced a low-level background noise. Visual stimuli 
were generated using a Macintosh II system and displayed on an RGB 
monitor positioned 42 cm from the subject, subtending a visual angle 
of 32”. Eye movements were monitored using electro-oculography (EOG). 
Accuracy and reaction times (RTs) were collected with a microswitch 
connected to the Macintosh II system. 

The distinction between perception and intention (Mesulam, 
1981; Heilman et al., 1987a; Bisiach et al., 1990), based on 
studies of cortical lesions and unilateral neglect, may also ac- 
count for the involvement of different neural regions in spatial 
selection. Some deficits, such as the inability to detect a sensory 
stimulus on the contralesional side when a second stimulus is 
simultaneously presented on the ipsilesional side (extinction), 
or the inability to describe the left side of an imaged visual scene 
(Bisiach et al., 198 l), seem “perceptual” in nature. Other def- 
icits, such as the difficulty to initiate and/or perform a move- 
ment with either arm toward the contralesional side of space, 
independent of the side of stimulus presentation (Heilman et 
al., 1985; Coslett et al., 1990), seem “premotor,” or response, 
related. Different neural regions may mediate the spatial selec- 
tion involved in perceptual and intentional processing. 

A final issue relevant to the present study is the internal or- 
ganization of these distributed brain representations. Lesion 
analyses of unilateral neglect patients have suggested that visual 
attention may be mapped by side, either hemifield or hemispace 
(Mesulam, 198 1; DeRenzi, 1982; Calvanio et al., 1987; Heilman 
et al., 1987b; Ladavas, 1987; Farah et al., 1990), or by direction 
(Kinsbourne, 1977; Posner et al., 1987a; Reuter-Lorenz and 
Posner, 1990). If attention is coding visual field, right (left) 
hemisphere regions should be mostly active for selection of left 
(right) side stimuli, irrespective of whether attention is shifting 
in a leftward or rightward direction. Alternatively, if attention 
is coding direction, right (left) hemisphere regions should be 
mostly active for leftward (rightward) shifts of spatial attention, 
irrespective of whether the left or right visual field is selected. 

The main goal of the present set of experiments is to localize 
regions of the human brain that are related to shifts of visuospa- 
tial attention. Regional blood flow changes were measured with 
positron emission tomography (PET) in normal volunteers dur- 
ing a series of psychophysical tasks in which different field lo- 
cations were spatially cued. Several task conditions were run in 
the same individual to isolate effects related to both exogenous 
and endogenous, and/or perceptual and premotor, components 
of spatial selection. The importance of the visual field and/or 
the direction of attention in controlling the pattern of regional 
brain activation was studied by factorially crossing these two 
variables. 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects 
Subjects were normal volunteers drawn from the population of students, 
residents, and fellows in the medical, allied health, and graduate schools 
of Washington University. All were strongly right handed as assessed 
by the Edinburgh handedness inventory. Volunteers ranged from 18 to 
28 years of age and all reported normal or corrected to normal visual 
acuity. Informed consent was obtained following guidelines approved 
for this study by the Human Studies Committee, and the Radioactive 
Drug Research Committee of Washington University. Twenty-four vol- 
unteers (19 women, 5 men) were tested in the main PET/psychophysical 

Psychophysical procedures 

The visual display consisted of a horizontal row of 10 small box outlines 
whose centers were positioned 2” in the lower visual field at l”, 3”, 6”, 
lo”, and 15” of visual angle in the left and right hemifield (Fig. 1A). A 
small fixation cross hair was centered within an 11 th box outline in the 
center of the display. The size of each box was 1” x 1” of visual angle, 
and each arm of the fixation cross hair was 0.25” of visual angle. All 
line segments in the the display were white on a black background with 
a luminance of 2.6 cd/m2. The probe stimulus that subjects detected in 
the various tasks was an asterisk filling a box for 150 msec. In both 
sessions subjects were tested with various detection tasks designed to 
manipulate spatial attention in different ways. 

Shifting attention task. This task was designed to induce endogenous 
(cognitive) shifts of attention to peripheral locations within a visual field 
and along a particular direction. On 80% of the probe presentations, 
the probe stimulus appeared at a predictable location according to a 
previously instructed leftward or rightward sequence of stimulation (val- 
id trials). For instance, during a right visual field-right direction (RVF/ 
RD) condition, the block started with the presentation of a static stim- 
ulus in the 1” location of the right visual field. When ready, the subject 
pressed the key to blank the stimulus. After a random delay (see below) 
the first probe appeared at 3” with an 80% probability, after another 
random delay the second probe appeared at 6” with the same probability, 
and so on. When the most peripheral location (15”) was stimulated, the 
sequence restarted from the most central location for the next cycle (Fig. 
1B). Right visual field locations were therefore stimulated mostly fol- 
lowing a right direction. On the remaining 20% ofthe probe appearances, 
unpredictable positions were probed (invalid trials). In this case the 
predictive sequence was restarted from the location next to the one just 
probed with a probability of 80%. Similarly, a right visual field-left 
direction (RVF/LD) condition started with the presentation of a static 
stimulus in the 15” location, the first probed location was lo”, the second 
probed location was 6”, and so on. The delay between probe onsets was 
randomly selected on each trial from three intervals (1000, 1500, 2000 
msec), and averaged 1500 msec. Each block was 100 trials long, yielding 
80 valid (16 per stimulus location) and 20 invalid trials (4 per stimulus 
location). The direction of the stimulus sequence (left, right) and visual 
field (left, right) were factorially varied in a blocked design. Subjects 
were informed about the probability manipulation and spatial predict- 
ability of the probe. They were explicitly instructed to shift attention 
on each trial to the most probable location (without moving their eyes), 
and detect the stimulus onset as quickly as possible with a left hand key 
press. The efficacy of the attentional instruction was monitored by con- 
trasting the reaction times (RTs) for valid trials with RTs for invalid 
trials. Since the preliminary pilot study had shown that valid trials 
averaged about 30-40 msec faster than invalid trials, the subjects for 
the PET experiment were screened in session 1 to minimize performance 
variability and maximize the likelihood that obtained activations related 
to shifts of spatial attention. Only subjects that showed an average 
validity effect (RT difference between valid and invalid trials) greater 
than 20 msec were selected for the PET experiment. 

Central detection task. This task was intended to prevent orienting 
of attention to peripheral locations by engaging subject’s attention in 
the center. The task was designed to match the shifting attention task 
in total peripheral visual stimulation, motor activity, and arousal. The 
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Figure 1. Visual display and task con- 
ditions (see Materials and Methods). A, 
Static visual pattern present in all tasks. 
B, Shifting attention task, right visual 
field/right direction condition (R VFI 
RD). The upper part diagrams the pe- 
ripheral probe stimulus (asterisk) to be 
detected, and its progression through 
the static pattern following a predictive 
sequence of locations (arrows). The 
lower part shows the temporal relation- 
ship between the presence and location 
of the same sequence of peripheral 
probes, and the subject’s response. On- 
set time and interstimulus interval are 
as in the text. The two displays show 
only valid trials. C, Central detection 
task, right visual field condition. The 
upper part diagrams the central probe 
stimulus (asterisk) to be detected, su- 
perimposed on the fixation point, and 
the spatially random (arrows) sequence 
of peripheral stimuli (asterisk). The 
lower part indicates the temporal rela- 
tionships between the presence of the 
peripheral stimuli and the central 
probes, and the subject’s response. On- 
set time and interstimulus interval are 
as in the text. 
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subject responded only to probe stimuli presented in the central fixation 
box, while peripheral stimuli (identical to those in the shifting attention 
condition) were flashed at random locations in either the left or right 
hemifield (Fig. 1 C). The interval between successive central probes av- 
eraged 1500 msec as in the shifting attention task. The peripheral stimuli 
were flashed randomly either 100 or 400 msec after the central probes 
(these values were selected on the basis of an independent pilot study, 
see below). Each block was 50 trials long. Subjects were instructed to 
attend and respond to the central probes with a left hand key press, and 
to ignore the peripheral transients. Left and right visual field stimulation 
conditions were independently tested. 

The efficacy of this task in preventing peripheral shifts of attention 
was evaluated in a separate study by varying the temporal relationship 
between central and peripheral stimuli. If subjects cannot suppress au- 
tomatic orienting to the peripheral stimuli, one might expect slow RTs 
to the central probe when the peripheral stimulus is presented just before 
or simultaneously with the probe. In the pilot study, RTs to central 
probe stimuli were recorded in the presence or absence of spatially 
random peripheral stimuli (in a blocked design) that were presented at 
different stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) with respect to the central 
probe (-800, - 100, 0, 100, 200, 400 msec). As noted in the Results, 

reaction time to the central probe was independent of the SOA of the 
peripheral stimuli. 

The central detection task differed from the shifting attention task in 
the presence of transient fovea1 stimulation (only present in the former 
task), the spatial pattern of peripheral stimulation (predictable in the 
shifting attention condition, random in the central detection task), and 
the degree of attention devoted to the fovea (high in the central detection 
task, low in the shifting attention condition). 

Two other conditions were run in which no motor response was 
required. 

Passive task. Stimuli were flashed at random peripheral locations in 
either the left or right hemifield with a 1500 msec average interval 
between successive flashes (as in the previous two tasks). Subjects main- 
tained fixation and did not respond to the peripheral probes. Fovea1 
stimuli were not presented. Left and right visual field stimulation blocks 
were presented and each block consisted of 50 trials. The task examines 
the effect of peripheral visual stimulation in the absence of obvious 
motor activity. Since subjects were not actively engaged in a fovea1 
detection task, the onset of transient stimuli in one visual field presum- 
ably summoned attention in an exogenous (automatic) fashion to the 
peripheral locations (Jonides, 1981; Muller and Rabbitt, 1989). This 
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differs from the shifting attention task where subjects actively (endog- allowed for the performance of nine scans within an individual in a 
enously) shifted attention to the most likely peripheral targets. 

Fixation point only task. Subjects fixated on the cross hair in the 
central box for a period of time equivalent to 50 trials, and neither 
peripheral nor central stimuli were presented. 

Although all tasks were completed in both sessions, sessions 1 (psy- 
chophysics only) and 2 (psychophysics/PET) differed in various respects. 
First, the probability of valid and invalid trials in the shifting attention 
tasks was slightly different in the two sessions. In session 1 the proba- 
bility was the same (80% valid, 20% invalid) throughout a block of 
trials, while in session 2 the probability varied with time. The task 
started about 40 set before the intravenous injection of 150-labeled water 
with the usual 80%/20% distribution of valid and invalid trials. At 
injection time, the distribution of valid-invalid trials was shifted to 
95%/5% until the end of the scan. This period is the sum of the scanning 
time (40 set) plus a variable delay time. This delay time (8-20 set in 
our experience) is the time between the injection and a rapid rise in 
brain radioactivity determined by the arrival of the tracer in the brain 
vasculature, which in turn triggers the onset of data collection. After 
the end of the scan the probability of valid-invalid trials was shifted 
back to the usual 80%/20% for another 40 set period. This variation 
in the protocol was introduced to maximize the-number of valid trials 
during the blood flow measurement (i.e., according to our hypothesis 
the number of attention shifts in a particular direction) and went un- 
detected both subjectively and in terms of performance (see Results). 

Second, during-session 2 the start and end of the behavioral tasks 
were locked in time to the PET nrocedure. All tasks began about 40 set 
before injection and lasted the length of the scan (with-the exception of 
the shifting attention task, which ran longer; see above). The actual 
number of trials collected on each task, therefore, was slightly different 
from subject to subject, and slightly different from those collected during 
session 1. In the shifting attention tasks, 90 trials were collected on 
average in each block (range, 84-96; against 100 in session l), yielding 
about 12 invalid trials. During the actual blood flow measurement, 26 
trials were collected on average, yielding one or two invalid trials. For 
the central detection tasks, 60 trials were collected on average (range, 
56-65; against 50 in session l), of which 26 occurred during the blood 
flow measurement. 

Finally, the task order was different. In session 1, the four shifting 
attention tasks (left and right field, respectively with a left and right 
direction) were always run first (in random order across subjects). The 
two central detection tasks were run second (in random order across 
subjects), and the session ended with the two passive and fixation point 
only tasks. In session 2, a nine-scan series was run, one scan for each 
shifting attention task (four scans), one scan for each central detection 
task (two scans), one scan for each passive task (two scans), and one 
fixation point only scan. The order of scan conditions was counterbal- 
anced across individuals according to a semirandom schedule designed 
to minimize movement artifacts in the relevant subtraction images. The 
fixation only scan was always run fifth; the passive scans were always 
run fourth and sixth; the central detection scans were always run second 
and eighth; left or right hemifield conditions were all studied respectively 
in the first half or second half of a scan series. A typical scan series 
might be (1) left visual field/left direction shifting attention (LVF/LD), 
(2) left visual field stimulation, central detection (LCD), (3) left visual 
field/right direction shifting attention (LVF/RD), (4) left visual field 
stimulation, passive (LPASS), (5) fixation point only (FPT), (6) right 
visual field. stimulation, passive (RPASS), (7) right visual field/right 
direction shiftina attention (RVF/RD). (8) right visual field stimulation, 
central detection(RCD), and (9) right ‘visual-field/left direction shifting 
attention (RVF/LD). 

PET scanning techniques 

The PET scanning activation methodology developed at Washington 
University was used. These methods are extensively described in the 
literature (Fox et al., 1988; Mintun et al., 1989; Petersen et al., 1989) 
and will be only briefly discussed here. 

The subject’s head was stabilized with a plastic facial mask and a 
lateral skull x-ray taken to assess head alignment in the scanner and the 
anatomical locations of the scan slices (Fox et al., 1985a). Water labeled 
with I50 acting as a blood flow tracer was administered as an intravenous 
bolus of 8-10 ml of saline containing 50-70 mCi. The use of ‘50-labeled 
water, with its short half-life (123 set) and short scanning time (40 set), 

single session. 
The PETT VI system was used in the low-resolution mode, simul- 

taneously acquiring seven parallel slices with a center-to-center distance 
of 14.4 mm (Yamamoto et al., 1982). Images were reconstructed by 
filtered backprojection to a resolution of 17 mm full width half maxi- 
mum and a pixel size of 2.7 mm by 2.7 mm. An arterial catheter was 
not used and therefore the reconstructed images were not converted to 
blood flow values. The responses reported here are changes in radiation 
distribution rather than blood flow changes. Over the range tested, blood 
flow is very linear with distribution of radiation (Herscovitch et al., 
1983). In the text, responses will be referred to as changes in blood flow. 

A linear normalization was applied to reconstructed images to negate 
the effects of global fluctuations in activity (Fox et al., 1987). This 
prevented the confounding of task-induced focal changes with fluctu- 
ations affecting the entire brain (e.g., due to changes in arterial pC0,). 
For each subject, images were grouped into activation<ontrol pairs and 
subtracted from each other. Images with obvious movement artifacts 
were excluded from further analysis (Fox et al., 1987). The resultant 
images are of foci of change on a baseline noise background rather than 
on the complex background of varying brain anatomy. 

All subtraction images were transformed to a standard anatomical 
space (Fox et al., 1985a). Those acquired during identical behavioral 
states were averaged across subjects to suppress image noise and im- 
prove signal-to-noise (Fox et al., 1988). 

Distribution change analysis. A maximum-detection computer algo- 
rithm (Fox et al., 1988; Mintun et al., 1989) was used to identify all 
positive and negative local maxima in each averaged image. A two- 
tiered statistical analysis was applied to these sets of regional foci. First, 
an omnibus test (r-2 statistic) was used to determine whether an image 
(a population of regional changes) had any significant responses (dis- 
tribution outliers). Second, as a post hoc analysis, the magnitude of a 
response was described relative to the noise level by z score (Fox et al., 
1988) and a cutoff of z = 1.96 was usually adopted. These techniques 
were originally developed for blood flow change data but have been also 
validated for activity change data (Fox and Mintun, 1989). 

In this article the distribution change analysis will be used to assess 
the general significance of an image (omnibus test), and as a survey 
technique to describe the regions of activations in the various condi- 
tions. However, this analysis does not accurately estimate the signifi- 
cance of individual responses and their interindividual variability in 
terms of magnitude or location (see Friston et al., 199 1; Worsley et al., 
in press, for a discussion of some of these methodological issues). Fur- 
thermore, low-level responses consistently activated across conditions 
tend to be underestimated since the statistical test is applied to the entire 
distribution of signal and noise of each subtraction image condition. 
To overcome some of these problems, a new analysis, developed in our 
laboratory by Tom Videen (Squire et al., 199 1; Videen et al., 199 1) was 
applied to selected PET responses. 

Analysis on irregular volumes of interest. This analysis assesses the 
significance of specific local blood flow changes by defining irregular 
volumes of interest (VOI) in one group of images, and testing the same 
regions for a significant change (greater than the noise level) in a second 
group of images. VOI boundaries were defined on a first group of subjects 
(see Results) using isocontour boundaries drawn on the mean-difference 
image. VOI definition began with the maximum pixel for the region; 
boundaries were then expanded in three dimensions over a set of con- 
tiguous pixels while regional t values were computed for each newly 
defined VOI using the individual component images from the first group. 
For each region, that VOI which produced the maximum regional t 
value was used to test the statistical replicability of the response in a 
second group of subjects. This volume of interest was statistically eval- 
uated in this second group of images using a paired t test with Bonferroni 
correction for multiple comparisons. This analysis represents a statis- 
tically sound strategy to assess formally the regional significance of PET 
activations. However, its extensive use is somewhat limited by the fact 
that only a limited number of selected responses can be replicated within 
one experiment, since the Bonferroni correction for multiple compar- 
isons tends to lower exceedingly the necessary level of significance for 
replication. 

Since two different statistical analyses were applied to this data set, 
and only one ofthem (VOI analysis) accurately estimates the significance 
level of a particular PET response, we will report as significant only 
those regions that were replicated with the volume of interest analysis; 
as activated or active, regions whose z scores were higher than 1.96 in 
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Figure 2. Psychophysical results. A, Shifting attention task, session 1. 
B, Central detection task, pilot study. 

the distribution change analysis and were consistently localized in a 
number of conditions; and as weakly activated or weakly active, regions 
whose z scores approached 1.96 and were also consistently localized in 
a number of conditions. 

Results 

Psychophysics 
Shifting attention task. The effect of spatial cueing was evaluated 
by comparing RT for predictable (validly cued) versus unpre- 
dictable (invalidly cued) locations. For session 1 (psychophys- 
ics), a repeated-measure ANOVA was run on RT with spatial 
cueing (valid, invalid), visual field (left, right), and direction 
(left, right) as factors. For session 2 (psychophysics/PET), a re- 
peated-measure ANOVA was run on RT with spatial cueing 
(valid, invalid), visual field (left, right), direction (left, right), 
and phase (before injection, during scan, after scan) as factors. 
Errors (a response with a latency higher than 1000 msec or lower 
than 100 msec, or a missed response) were less than 5% in both 
sessions, and were not considered in the analysis. 

Peripheral probe stimuli were detected significantly faster at 

validly than invalidly cued locations [session 1, mean * SE, 
valid vs. invalid trials: 292 + 4.7 vs. 340 * 5.9 msec, F( 1,18) 
= 55.6, p < 0.0001 (Fig. 2A); session 2, 267 + 3.0 vs. 299 + 
4.9 msec, F( 1,14) = 5 1.1, p < 0.000 11. No consistent differences 
were found between visual fields [session 1, F(l,l8) = 0.03, p 
= NS; session 2, F( 1,14) = 4.38, p = NS] or direction [session 
1, F(l,l8) = 1.1,~ = NS; session 2, F(1,14) = 1.2,~ = NS]. No 
interactions were found among spatial cueing, hemifield, or di- 
rection (all interactions in both sessions had an F value less than 
2.4, p = NS). In the PET session, RTs for valid and invalid 
trials that were collected during the actual blood flow measure- 
ment (valid-invalid trial probability = 95%5%) were not sig- 
nificantly different from those collected before and after [valid- 
invalid trial probability = 80%20%; F(2,28) = 1.02, p = NS]. 
The change in probability for valid and invalid trials did not 
influence RTs, and went subjectively undetected in all subjects. 

In conclusion, subjects responded faster to stimuli presented 
at valid locations than to stimuli presented at invalid locations. 
According to models of attention, this performance advantage 
reflects a processing advantage for stimuli that fall within a 
region of space previously selected by a covert spatial attention 
mechanism. Spatial attention was presumably cued by the spa- 
tial predictability of the stimuli and the instruction to shift 
attention voluntarily to the most probable location. 

The relative delay for responding to stimuli presented at in- 
validly cued locations may represent the time needed to redirect 
attention to the stimulus location after being misdirected toward 
another location. The spatial distribution of such delays (costs) 
has been used to investigate the underlying neural representa- 
tions, that is, neural maps in which attentional operations may 
be implemented. We compared reaction time on invalid trials 
to target location+xpected location pairings in which the target 
location occurred in the same or opposite direction ofthe current 
sequence of attention shifts. For instance, we compared RTs to 
an invalid probe at 6” of visual angle in the right visual field 
when a 10” target was the expected location and attention was 
shifting in a rightward direction (a direction opposite, or away 
from, the invalid location), to RTs to the same 6” probe under 
conditions in which the expected location was again lo” but 
attention was shifting in a leftward direction (the same direction, 
or toward, the invalid location). Since the retinal locations of 
both the probe and expected location are identical in the two 
cases, differences in RT must reflect a special cost to changing 
the direction of attention. This comparison was performed only 
on trials in which intermediate locations were cued (3”, 6”, and 
10“) to avoid ambiguities concerning the direction of attention 
when the sequence of cued locations reset at 1” and 15”. Data 
for left and right visual field were independently analyzed. A 
two-way ANOVA was conducted on RT with visual field (left, 
right) and momentum (same, opposite) as factors. RTs were 
significantly longer for invalid trials presented on the opposite 
side ofan ongoing attention movement [same vs opposite, mean 
k SE, 319 ? 8.6 vs 354 + 10, F(l,l8) = 27.9, p < O.OOOl]. 
Again, no difference between visual fields was evident [F( 1,lg) 
= 0.31, p = NS]. 

This difference in RTs between invalid trials on the same or 
opposite side of an attention movement, however, did not com- 
pletely account for the difference between valid and invalid 
trials, that is, the effect of spatial cueing per se. Valid trials were 
still significantly faster than invalid trials on the same side of 
an attention movement (keeping target position constant) [mean 
+ SE, 295 f 6.4 vs. 319 f 8.5, F(1,18) = 9.68,~ < 0.011. 

When probed and expected locations are one position apart 
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Table 1. PET subtractions and putative task components 

PET subtractions Putative task components 

Passive -fixation point 

Central detection -fixation point 

Shifting attention -fixation point 
Peripheral visual stimulation 
Peripheral shifts of attention (voluntarily generated) 
Planning and execution of motor response to lateralized visual stimulus 
Arousal 

Peripheral visual stimulation 
Peripheral shifts of attention (automatically generated) 

Peripheral visual stimulation 
Central visual stimulation 
Centrally maintained attention 
Planning and execution of motor response to central visual stimulus 
Arousal 

Shifting attention -central detection Peripheral shifts of attention (voluntarily generated) 
Planning of motor response to lateralized visual stimulus 

(e.g., 6” and lo’), the location counter to the ongoing direction 
of the attention shift also corresponds to the location of the 
previously detected probe. This configuration is known to pro- 
duce a long-lasting inhibition of the response (inhibition of re- 
turn; Posner and Cohen, 1984) and might explain the momen- 
tum effect. We therefore analyzed the momentum effect as a 
function of the number of intervening positions (one, two, or 
three) between the cue and the target. Although there was a 
tendency for a larger momentum effect for cue target pairings 
that involve fewer intervening positions (47 msec for one, 41 
msec for two, and 25 msec for three intervening positions), the 
effect of intervening positions was not significant [F(2,32) = 
0.5541. 

In conclusion, there is an additional cost to changing the 
direction of an attention movement when attention has been 
misdirected to another location. This momentum effect is dis- 
tinct from the advantage yielded by correctly cueing a spatial 
location. 

Central detection task. The efficacy of the central detection 
task in suppressing shifts of attention to peripheral stimuli while 
detecting fovea1 events was evaluated in a pilot study. Central 
probes were presented in the absence or presence of peripheral 
distracters, which were flashed at different SOAs from the cen- 
tral probes (-800, - 100, 0, 100, 200, 400 msec). One-way 
repeated-measure ANOVAs compared RTs to central probes 
in the presence or absence of peripheral stimuli (collapsing across 
SOAs), and the effect of SOA. RTs to central probes were slower 
in the presence than in the absence of peripheral stimulation 
[mean f SE, 262 & 2 vs. 247 f 5 msec, F(6,5) = 4.1, p < 
0.011. In the presence of peripheral distracters, the speed of 
responding to central events was independent of the SOA be- 
tween peripheral and central stimuli [F(5,5) = 0.19, p = NS; 
Fig. 2B], suggesting that attention was not automatically driven 
to the periphery by the distracters. The global decrement in 
performance related to the presence of peripheral distracters 
may represent a shift in response criterion. When distracters 
are present, subjects cannot respond to any transient but only 
to those in the center of the field. 

In sessions 1 and 2 of the main experiment, peripheral dis- 
tractors were flashed 100 or 400 msec after the central probes 
(only central events were relevant for the response). RTs in the 
central detection task were faster than in the shifting attention 
task (session 1, central detection vs. shifting attention valid 

trials, mean f SE, 242 f 5 vs. 267 -t 3 msec). No difference 
in central RT was found when the peripheral distracters were 
presented in the left or right field [F( 1,33) = 0.05, p = NS]. 

PET Functional anatomy 

This article considers activations that can be related to shifts of 
spatial attention in the periphery of the visual field. These ac- 
tivations will reflect only attention-related processes that occur 
during valid trials, since invalid probes were very rare (5%) 
during the PET scan. The basic criterion is that significant re- 
sponses should be stronger in the shifting attention than in the 
central detection task. Distinctions between voluntary and au- 
tomatic shifts of attention, or the perceptual and intentional 
aspects of spatial selection, are examined by comparing the 
shifting attention and passive tasks. We also report responses 
that, because of their pattern of activation or relationship with 
the clinical literature, might be related to other visuospatial 
processes. Finally, we report activations related to the visual 
stimuli and the execution of a motor response. 

Two main image subtractions were used to isolate task-related 
areas of blood flow change (Table 1). To compare the pattern 
of activations across conditions, the fixation point only scan was 
subtracted, as the control scan (-fixation point), from the shift- 
ing attention, central detection, and passive scan conditions. To 
confirm activations that were presumably related to peripheral 
shifts of spatial attention, we also subtracted each central de- 
tection condition (-central detection) from the corresponding 
shifting attention conditions, thus matching sensory, motor, and 
arousal factors. The specific processes putatively isolated by the 
different subtractions are outlined in Table 1. 

Because of movement artifacts between scans, the individual 
subtraction images contributing to each summed image (one for 
condition) came from partially nonoverlapping groups of sub- 
jects, that is, the summed images were not entirely within sub- 
jects. The movement problem was particularly evident in this 
set of data because we compared control (e.g., fixation point) 
and activation scans (e.g., one of the shifting attention condi- 
tions), which were sometimes four scans apart in the series, that 
is, about 40 min apart. The overlap among subjects for task 
subtractions within a hemifield with the fixation point as control 
[e.g., left visual field shifting attention (left or right direction), 
central detection, passive] was 75% (66% for left field, 84% right 
field). The overlap among subjects for conditions across hemi- 
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Figure 3. Coronal blood flow PET sections through the posterior parietal cortex for shifting conditions - fixation point control. LVFILD, left 
visual field/left direction; LVFIRD, left visual field/right direction; RVF/LD, right visual field/left direction; RVFIRD, right visual field/right 
direction. For each field condition, PET sections are taken through the center of mass of the stronger response. For left field conditions, a weaker 
activation was localized in the left hemisphere at the same response location as for right visual field conditions. The arrows refer to the location 
of the superior parietal response. 

fields was about 55%. Nevertheless, all subjects contributing to 
each shifting attention -fixation point image also contributed 
to the corresponding central detection -fixation point image. 
The second level subtractions shifting attention -central de- 
tection were therefore entirely within the same group of subjects. 

Seven of eight images with the fixation point as control were 
significant to the y-2 test at p < 0.01 level. Only the RPASS- 
FPT image failed to reach significance, but data will be still 
presented for comparison with the other conditions. Three of 
four images with the central detection task as control were sig- 
nificant to the y-2 test at p < 0.05 level. Only the LVF/LD- 
LCD image failed to reach significance, but the data will be 
presented for comparisons with the other conditions. 

Regions related to shifts of attention 

Superior parietal cortex. Regions in the superior parietal lobule, 
around the postcentral sulcus (Talairach et al., 1967; near Brod- 
mann area 7) were activated during the detection of peripheral 
probes in all four shifting attention conditions when the fixation 
point control scan was subtracted away. Left visual field detec- 
tion activated a right superior parietal region, near the postcen- 

tral sulcus, and a left superior parietal region more posteriorly 
(Figs. 3,4; Table 2). The magnitude of the contralateral response 
was twice as large as the magnitude of the ipsilateral response. 
Left and right direction conditions activated the same regions 
at the same magnitude level. Right visual field detection con- 
ditions activated a left superior parietal region, near the one 
activated by left visual field detection, and a distinct right su- 
perior parietal region, posterior to the focus for left detection 
(Figs. 3, 4; Table 2). These right field responses seemed more 
bilateral, although still stronger in the contralateral parietal cor- 
tex for the left direction condition. Left and right direction con- 
ditions again activated similar cortical foci. Figure 4 summarizes 
the location (center of mass) and magnitude of the foci in the 
superior parietal lobe that were activated by the various shifting 
attention tasks. While in the left superior parietal cortex the foci 
for left and right visual field detection clustered in the same 
region (for both direction conditions), in the right superior pa- 
rietal cortex the foci for left visual field detection were consis- 
tently localized more anteriorly and laterally than the foci for 
right visual field detection (for both direction conditions). The 
average vector distance between these two regions of activation 
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Shifts of visuo-spatial attention 

. LVF/LD 

Figure 4. Location of superior pari- 
eta1 and frontal responses in shifting at- 
tention conditions. Abbreviations are 
as in Figure 3. The area of each symbol 
is proportional to the magnitude in PET 
counts at the center of mass of the re- 
sponse. The control subtraction con- 
ditions are fixation point for the pari- 
etal, and central detection for the frontal 
activations. 

in the right hemisphere was about 18 mm. This vector distance To assess formally the reproducibility of these superior pa- 
and its consistency across conditions in a mostly overlapping rietal responses, the boundaries of each region of activation 
set of subjects suggest the presence of a single representation in (contralateral and ipsilateral) were defined, independently for 
the left superior parietal lobe, and a separate representation for each visual field, in one direction condition (left direction for 
each field in the right superior parietal lobule. left field, and right direction for right field), and their repro- 

Table 2. Foci of activations in superior parietal cortex 

-Fixation point 

Left superior parietal 
Right superior parietal 

Left superior parietal 
Right superior parietal 

-Central detection 

Left superior parietal 

Right superior parietal 

LVF/LD 
23, -31, 50 (22)ns 
-33, -23, 46 (44)* 

RVF/LD 
23, -33,46 (39) 
-27, -37, 44 (28)“” 

LVF/LDt 

-35, -23, 46 (32) 

LVF/RD 
25, -33,50 (2Op 
-33, -23, 46 (40)* 
-41, -29,44 (37) 
RVF/RD 
27, -35,40 (24)‘= 
-21, -37,42 (25p 

LVF/RD 
23, -31,48 (24) 

-23, -27, 44 (27) 

LCD 

RCD 

RVF/LD 
29, -39, 36 (39)* 
27, -31,46 (34)* 
-27, -41, 44 (29) 

LPASS 
21, -29, 50 (22) 
-37, -23, 36 (27) 

RPASSt 
27, -35, 50 (33) 
-31, -37,46 (28) 

RVF/RD 
27, -39, 36 (29) 

-29, -39,40 (25) 
-25, -39, 44 (24) 

LVF/LD, left field/left direction shifting attention; LVF/RD, left field/right direction; RVF/LD, right field/left direction; RVF/RD, right field/right direction; LCD, left 
field central detection; RCD, right field central detection; LPASS, left field passive; RPASS, right field passive. Coordinates x (left/right), y (anterior/posterior), z 
(superior/inferior) are in millimeters from a 0, 0, 0 point situated at the midline of the brain (x = O), anteroposteriorly halfway between the anterior and posterior 
commissure (J = 0), and at the level of the commissures (z = 0) (see Materials and Methods); magnitude is in parentheses, in normalized PET counts. *, z > 2.58; not 
marked, z > 1.96; US, z < 1.96; 7, not significant image according to distribution change analysis (see Materials and Methods). 
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Table 3. Replication analysis on superior parietal and frontal foci 

Hypothesis- 
generating group t (de- Replication group 

Region of interest (n) Magnitudea fining)b (n) Magnitudea t (replication) 

Left visual field 
Contralateral superior parietal Left direction (13) 49 k 1.6 6.43 Right direction (15) 34 -t 10.1 3.3 p -=c 0.005 
Ipsilateral superior parietal Left direction (13) 32 -t 5.4 5.89 Right direction (15) 16 f 7.6 2.1 ~~0.06 
Contralateral superior frontal Left direction (10) 31 k 3.9 3.61 Right direction ( 12) 36 + 7.0 5.0 p < 0.0005 

Right visual field 
Contralateral superior parietal Right direction (16) 38.6 k 13.1 2.94 Left direction (12) 44 + 13.5 3.2 p < 0.005 
Ipsilateral superior parietal Right direction (16) 32.3 k 7.1 4.54 Left direction (12) 27 zk 8.5 3.2 p < 0.005 
Contralateral superior frontal Right direction (11) 46 k 11.0 4.01 Left direction (13) 30 + 10.0 3.01 p < 0.01 

0 Magnitude is given as mean + SE in normalized PET counts within the region of interests, respectively in the hypothesis and replication group. 
h t (defining) is the optimized t value for the indicated region based on the subjects contributing to the hypothesis-generating group (one direction condition). 
‘ t (replication) is paired t statistics that resulted when the region of interest defined in the hypothesis-generating group was tested in a mostly overlapping group of 
subjects in the replication group (the other direction condition). The p value reflects the one-tailed probability that the results could have occurred by chance. The 
reulication analvsis for the narietal reaion was nerformed on shiftina attention -fixation point averaged images. The replication analysis for the frontal region was 
performed on shifting attention -central detection averaged images. - 

ducibility was tested in the other direction condition (right di- 
rection for left field, and left direction for right field). Since two 
regions were evaluated for each visual field, the significance level 
was adjusted to p = 0.025 with a Bonferroni correction (p/N 
where p = 0.05 and N = 2). As indicated in Table 3, the con- 
tralateral and ipsilateral activations for right visual field atten- 
tion, and the contralateral activation for left visual field atten- 
tion were significantly replicated. The ipsilateral activation for 
shifting attention in left visual field did not achieve significance. 
In conclusion, shifting attention to the left visual field mostly 
activated right superior parietal cortex, whereas shifting atten- 
tion to the right visual field significantly activated both left and 
right superior parietal cortex. 

There was no detectable superior parietal activation during 
the central detection task (Fig. 5, Table 2) where subjects were 
responding to fovea1 probes and presumably not attending to 
the peripheral stimuli. In contrast, responses were localized at 
similar locations in the passive tasks, where subjects were pre- 
sumably automatically attending to the peripheral stimuli (Fig. 
5, Table 2). The response magnitude in the contralateral hemi- 
sphere for left field passive was lower than for left field shifting 
conditions, while it was comparable in both hemispheres be- 
tween right field passive and shifting conditions. Again left and 
right field passive conditions activated a similar region in the 
left superior parietal lobule, but spatially distinct regions in the 
right superior parietal lobule (see Table 2). 

When each central detection task was subtracted from the 
corresponding shifting attention tasks, thereby matching visual, 
motor, and arousal factors, similar superior parietal activations 
were still localized (Table 2). 

In conclusion, these results generally support a relationship 
between shifts of attention (internally cued or automatic) to the 
peripheral visual field and activity in regions of the superior 
parietal cortex. This superior parietal activity appears to encode 
the visual field of an attention shift rather than its direction 
within a field. Attention to the left visual field yields mostly 
right superior parietal activity, while attention to the right visual 
field yields more bilateral activations (left and right superior 
parietal). Attention to the left and right visual field also seems 
to activate a similar region in left superior parietal cortex, but 
distinct regions in right superior parietal cortex. 

Superiorfrontal cortex. Superior frontal cortex (near superior 
area 6 of Brodmann) was consistently activated by all four shift- 
ing attention tasks. Because of the proximity with motor and 
supplementary motor cortex, these regions were best imaged 
when the motor activity related to the speeded left hand key 
response (see below) was subtracted away by using the central 
detection task as control condition (Table 4). These regions were 
also contralateral to the field in which attention was directed, 
and were similarly activated by either direction (Fig. 6). 

To assess formally the reproducibility of the superior frontal 
response, its boundaries were defined in one direction condition 

Table 4. Foci of activations in superior frontal cortex 

-Fixation point 

Left superior frontal 

Left superior frontal 

-Central detection 

Left superior frontal 

Right superior frontal 

Details are as in Table 2. 

LVF/LD 

RVF/LD 
21, 17,42 (46)* 

LVF/LDt 

-31, 23, 48 (31) 

LVF/RD 
23, 11,48 (44)* 
RVF/RD 
17, 12, 50 (39)* 

LVF/RD 

-35, 21, 46 (32)* 

LCD LPASS 

RCD RPASSt 
19, 5, 52 (28) 

RVF/LD RVF/RD 
23, 19,44 (40)* 25, 17,42 (30)* 
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Flstre 5, Coronal blood flow PET sections through the postenor parietal cortex for central detection and passive conditions - fixation point 
control. LCD, central detectlon. left visual field dlstractors: RCD, central detection, nght visual field dlstractors; LP.LSS, left visual field passive: 
RP.LSS, r&t visual field passi\ e. The CII’KXLS refer to the location of the supenor panetal response in Figure 3. 

(left direction for left field: and right direction for right field): 
and its reproducibility was tested in the other direction condi- 
tion (right direction for left field? and left direction for right). 
As indicated in Table 3. the contralateral superior frontal re- 
sponse was replicated in both field conditions. 

Since the superior parietal region was driven by internally 
cued (shifting attention task) as well as automatic shifts of at- 
tention (passive tasks). it is of interest to examine the superior 
frontal region in the passive task. Figure 7 shows a sagittal 
section through the superior frontal region in the left hemisphere 
during right visual field shifting attention. central detection, and 
passive tasks with the fixation point condition as control scan. 
Significant responses are evident in the shifting attention tasks 
(similarly for the two directions), but not in the central detection 
and passive tasks (Table 4). A similar comparison was not pos- 
sible during left visual field condition because: as mentioned, 
motor related activations masked this response in the right fron- 
tal cortex. In conclusion. a contralateral superior frontal region 
was activated when attention was directed into the contralateral 
visual field and stimuli were overtly detected by a key press 
response. The same region \yas not acti\-e when the same pe- 

ripheral stimuli were presented and attention uas maintained 
in the center. or when attention was presumably directed to the 
peripheral stimuli but \\lthout overt detection. 

Other usuospatlal processttzg regtotis 

Itlfertor par/eta1 cortex supertot‘ temporal corte.v. The chmcal 
literature clear11 points to the right infenor panetal lobule. and 
right parietotemporal junction as the site of damage most fre- 
quentl) associated M lth symptoms of hemineglect. We localized 
responses m the infenor parietal lobule (supramargmal gyrus. 
near Brodmann area 40). and superior temporal cortex (superior 
temporal sulcus. superior and middle temporal g)rus. near 
Brodmann area 22) onl) in some conditions. The inferior pa- 
rietal region was mostly activated for left field shifting attention 
and passive conditions. The supenor temporal cortex was most- 
ly activated for right field shifting attention. passive. and central 
detection conditions (Table 5). Some of these responses \vere 
above and some below the 1.96 : score cutoff m the dlstnbution 
change anal) sis. ,411 actlt ations \%ere right laterahzed in agree- 
ment with the clinical literature. No response \vas evident at 
these locations when the central detection was subtracted from 
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Figure 6. Horizontal blood flow PET sections through supenor frontal cortex for shifting attention - central detection conditions. Abbreviations 
are as in Figure 3. 

the shifting attention condition. In summary, right inferior pa- 
rietal and superior temporal cortex were inconsistently activated 
by this particular set of tasks. Nonetheless, the right hemisphere 
dominance was consistent with the clinical literature, suggesting 
that this region may contribute to the cortical control of atten- 
tion. 

Precuneus and other parietal foci. Regions in medial parietal 
cortex (precuneus, near medial area 7) were activated only for 
left visual field attention when the fixation point control was 
subtracted away, but were bilaterally active in all conditions 
when the central detection condition was substracted away (Ta- 
ble 5). This suggests that these regions were similarly active 
during the shifting attention and fixation point condition, and 
relatively hypoperfused during central detection condition. Fi- 
nally, other lateral superior parietal and posterior cingulate 
regions were active in some of the left visual field conditions 
(Table 5). 

.4nterior cingulate cortex. A region in the anterior cingulate 
(near Brodmann area 24) was active in all shifting attention 
conditions after subtracting away the central detection condi- 
tion. Given the proximity with supplementary motor area (SMA)? 
which was strongly activated in all conditions with a key press 

response (see below). it is not clear whether the anterior cingulate 
response represents true activity from the cingulate cortex or a 
relative difference in SMA activation between shifting attention 
and central detection task. This region was not active when the 
fixation point was subtracted from the passive task. However. 
a region located about 14 mm more posteriorly in the middle 
portion of the cingulate gyrus was significantly active in both 
passive conditions (Table 5). 

Vmal regrons 

LinguaVfusiform regions were activated in most task conditions 
when the fixation point control was subtracted away. This sub- 
traction matched the visual activity related to the static array 
of boxes, which was also displayed when subjects looked at the 
fixation point, and isolated activity related to the brieftransients 
that were flashed at different locations. Foci were strictly con- 
tralateral for the peripheral stimuli (in the shifting attention, 
central detection, and passive tasks), and bilateral for the fovea1 
stimuli (in the central detection task). The location was quite 
variable (Table 6) presumably because the dim sensory stimulus 
did not strongly drive these visual regions. Furthermore. for 
right visual field shifting attention and central detection tasks. 
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Fzgure 7. Sagittal blood flow PET section through left supenor frontal cortex for right visual field shifting attention. central detection, and passive 
conditions -fixation point control. Abbreviations are as in Figures 3 and 5. 

activity in left ventral occipital regions overlapped with activity 
coming from the superoanterior portion of the cerebellum 
strongly activated by the motor response (see below). .4ctivity 
in these regions returned to the noise level in the second level 
subtraction. shifting attentionxentral detection. suggesting that 
the visual response to the peripheral stimuli was not significantly 
enhanced by the selection of the stimulus location. 

.Wotor regions 

Prlnlarl. sensor>vnotor c0rte.y arld supplementan~ motor cortex. 
Contralateral primary sensorimotor cortex. and bilateral (stron- 
ger contralaterally) SMA were activated (against a fixation point 
baseline) when subjects responded to the visual stimuli (shifting 
attention, central detection) with the left hand (Fig. 8). Inter- 
estinglq. the magnitude and extent of both motor cortex and 
SMA response were greater when the stimuli were presented in 
the visual field ipsilateral to the responding hand. independentl} 
of direction (Table 7. Fig. 9). The same effect was also present 
in the central detection task, where the relevant stimuli were 
foveal. Stronger SMA and motor cortex responses were obtained 
when ipsilateral rather than contralateral distracters were pre- 

sented (Table 7. Fig. 9). Motor cortex magnitude was 68%. 9 1%. 
and 71% larger for left than right visual field stimuli. respec- 
tively. in shifting attention. left and right direction. and central 
detection task. SMA magnitude was 43%. 39%. and 18% larger 
for left than right visual field stimuli. respectively. in shifting 
attention. left and right direction. and central detection tasks. 
This pattern of activations suggests a possible dependence of 
motor:‘premotor activity upon the correspondence between the 
visual field ofincoming stimuli and the hand used in responding. 

Cerebellum. The superoanterior portion of the cerebellum was 
also activated by the key press response. The activation was 
strictly ipsilateral to the responding hand (left) when subjects 
responded to lateralized left visual field stimuli (left shifting 
attention), and was more bilateral when subjects responded to 
fovea1 stimuli (left or right central detection) or lateralized right 
visual stimuli (right shifting attention: Table 7. Fig. 10). Al- 
though field-by-hand magnitude effects were not observed in 
the cerebellum as in motor and supplementary motor cortex. 
the pattern of activation again suggests some dependence of 
activity upon sensory information. 

IIzferior$-ontal c0rte.Y. .4 region of inferior frontal cortex (near 
inferior Brodmann area 6) was activated during shifting atten- 
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Table 5. Foci of activations in inferior parietalkuperior temporal cortex, precuneus, other parietal foci, anterior cingulate cortex 

Inferior parietal cortex/temporal cortex 

-Fixation point 

Right supramarginal 

Right superior temporal/middle temporal 

Right supramarginal 
Right superior temporal/middle temporal 

Precuneus 

-Fixation point 

Right precuneus 

-Central detection 

Right precuneus 

Left precuneus 

Other parietal foci 

-Fixation point 

Left posterior cingulate 

Right lateral superior parietal 

Left lateral superior parietal 
Right lateral superior parietal 

-Central detection 

Right lateral superior parietal 

Left lateral superior parietal 

Anterior cingulate cortex 

-Fixation point 

Right middle cingulate 

Left middle cingulate 

-Central detection 

Right anterior cingulate 

Left anterior cingulate 

LVF/LD 
-61, -25,20 (29p 

RVF/LD 
-63, -37,20 (27p 
-63, - 17,8 (25p 

LVF/LD 
-17, -35,40 (30)” 

LVF/LDt 
- 15, -43, 50 (32) 
-19, -41,48 (31) 
-11, -53,34(30) 
19, -37, 50 (32) 
11, -35, 50 (30) 

LVF/LD 
19, -15, 36 (34) 

RVF/LD 

LVF/LDt 
-55, -21,50 (30) 
-52, -25, 34 (30) 

LVF/LD 

RVF/LD 

LVF/LDt 
- 3, 29, 36 (48) 

LVF/RD 
-64, -33, 18 (39) 
-61, -17,24 (34) 
-65, - 17, 8 (32) 
RVF/RD 

-69, - 15, -6 (28p 

LVF/RD 
- 13, -35,42 (27p 

LVF/RD 
-9, -43, 34 (30)* 
-7, -57, 34 (24) 

LVF/RD 

LCD 

RCD 

-69, - 15, -4 (29) 
-69, - 15,0 (28) 

LCD 

RVF/LD 
- 19, -43, 50 (28) 
- 13, -29,42 (23) 

19, -35,44 (32)* 
9, -45,48 (27) 

LCD 

-59, -39, 38 (32) 

RVF/RD RCD 

LVF/RD RVF/LD 
-58, -40, 37 (24) 
-35, -39,42 (24) 
-48, -23, -51 (23) 
29, -39, 30 (3 l)* 
23, -31, 48 (24) 

LVF/RD LCD 

RVF/RD RCD 

LVF/RD RVF/LD 
-5, 35, 38 (27) -15, 17,42 (26) 
-7, 34,44 (26) -5, 29, 38 (24) 

9, 21, 32 (26) 

LPASS 
-55, -23,22 (28) 

RPASS 

-67, - 15,4 (26) 

LPASS 
- 15, -33, 34 (33)* 
-13, -41,42 (29)* 

RVF/RD 
-15, -41,48(30)* 

9, -45,42 (25) 

LPASS 
17, -17, 36 (34)* 
3, -11,30(31)* 
1, -29, 30 (25) 
-55, -37, 32 (23) 
-35, -51, 36 (23) 
RPASSt 
27, -47, 30 (27) 
-35, -49, 32 (26) 

RVF/RD 

LPASS 
-7, 5, 34 (35)* 
-9, 19, 34 (35)* 
RPASSt 
11, 15, 30 (32) 
13, 15,40 (29) 

RVF/RD 
-7, 27,42 (24) 

Details are as in Table 2. 
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Table 6. Foci of activations in visual cortex 

-Fixation point 

LVF/LD 
Right primary visual 

Right lingual/fusiform -27, -43,O (41) 

Left lingual/fusiform 

Left hippocampus 
Right middle temporal 

RVF/LD 
Left lingual/fusiform 31, -29, -14 (45)* 

Right lingual/fusiform 

Left lateral occipital 

Left hippocampus 

Right middle temporal 

LVF/RD 

RVF/RD 

LCD 

-33, -59,o (43)* 

-41, -41, -8 (37)* 

-33, -43,o (35)* 

-35, -37, 2 (34)* 

23, -29, - 14 (37)* 
27, -43, - 12 (29) 

42, -50, - 14 (28) 

19, -49, -2 (27) 

RCD 
29, -59, -6 (35)* 

27, -61, -2 (34)* 

37, -93, -8 (30) 

37, -47, -2 (28) 

-27, -45, -2 (35)* 

-29, -51, 6 (33) 

-39, -39, -4 (33) 

-21, -27, -12 (27) 

23, -17, -16(31) 

19, -19, -14(30) 

-43, -41,0 (34)* 

-43, -49, 16 (27) 

LPASS 
-13, -69, 12 (26) 
-5, -67, -6 (24) 

-17, -33, -8 (37)* 

-43, -51, -18 (29)* 

21, -19, -16 (29)* 
-45, -31,4 (26) 

RPASS 
39, -57, -4 (29)* 

37, -53, 10 (27) 

39, -53, 18 (28) 

37, -55,4 (28) 

15, -21,6 (28) 

-45, -45,4 (26) 

Contralateral foci (e.g., right visual cortex for LVF conditions) are listed first. Other details are as in Table 2. 

tion, passive, and central detection tasks (Table 7, Fig. 8). Ac- 
tivations were contralateral to the responding hand when a key 
press response was executed, and bilateral in the passive con- 
dition, This region can be considered neither strictly motor 
related, since some activity was recorded in the passive task in 
which no overt motor response was performed, nor strictly shift- 
ing attention related, since some activity was recorded in the 
central detection task. 

Discussion 

Luminance detection tasks involving a spatial manipulation of 
target probability (spatial cueing) were used in a group of normal 
volunteers to localize regions of the human brain that were 
active when attention was shifted in the left or right visual field, 
along a left or right direction. In a first session, the efficacy of 
these tasks in controlling attention was verified psychophysi- 
tally. In a second session, the related functional anatomy was 
mapped with PET activation methodology. These main results 
were obtained: 

(1) Two cortical regions, one in superior parietal and one in 
superior frontal cortex, were more active when attention was 
shifted across various locations than when maintained at the 
center of gaze. 

(2) Both superior parietal and frontal activations encoded the 
visual field and not the direction of an attention shift. Further- 
more, in the right hemisphere parietal responses for selection 
of the left and right visual field were spatially segregated. 

(3) Superior parietal and superior frontal cortex were related 

to different aspects of spatial selection. The parietal region was 
active when peripheral locations were selected on the basis of 
cognitive or sensory cues independent of the execution of an 
overt response. The frontal region was active only when re- 
sponses were made to stimuli at selected peripheral locations. 

(4) Activation of several motor-related regions was influ- 
enced by the relationship between the visual field of stimulus 
presentation and the side of the responding hand. Motor and 
supplementary motor cortex were more strongly active for stim- 
uli presented ipsilaterally to the responding left hand. 

Psychophysical effects 

The psychophysical data support the hypothesis that the shifting 
attention task induced shifts of attention across visual locations 
while the central detection task locked attention in the center 
of gaze. 

In the shifting attention task, where a lateralized sequence of 
targets was presented with a mostly foveofugal or foveocentric 
direction, stimuli at correctly cued locations (valid trials) were 
responded to faster than stimuli at incorrectly cued locations 
(invalid trials). The difference in RT between valid and invalid 
targets suggests that subjects used foreknowledge of target lo- 
cation to select the cued location. 

These shifts of attention were probably driven by cognitive 
rather than reflexive processes. Although attention can be di- 
rected by a symbolic cue, such as an arrow pointing toward the 
most likely target location, attention can also be drawn reflex- 
ively by a transient (Jonides, 198 1; Muller and Rabbitt, 1989). 
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MOTOR RELATED RESPONSES 
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4 LF/ LD 

) LFI RD 

b RF/ RD 
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Figure 8. Outline of blood flow activations in motor-related regions. Shifting attention, central detection, passive condition -fixation point control. 
inf FC. inferior frontal cortex: MC, motor cortex; nc, nucleus caudatus; th/gp, thalamus/globus pallidus. LF, RF, left, right visual field, LPA, RPA, 
left, right visual field passive.’ 

In the present experiment, the appearance of the target would 
reflexively draw attention to that location. However, this tran- 
sient could not direct attention reflexively to the upcoming target 
location, while the highly significant pattern of costs and benefits 
suggests that such a shift did occur. Furthermore, reflexive shifts 
of attention produce a facilitation for time intervals much short- 
er than the 1500-2000 msec intertarget interval used in the 
present study. 

Predictable probes (valid trials) were responded to equally 
fast in either visual field and direction, but the direction of 
attention influenced the speed of detection of unpredictable 
probes (invalid trials). RTs to unpredictable probes were faster 
when they were presented in the same, rather than in the op- 
posite, direction of an ongoing attention movement. For ex- 
ample, when a 10” location was expected, RT to a 3” invalid 
target was faster when the sequence of preceding attentional 
shifts was toward the fovea than when away from the fovea. 
Control analyses indicated that this effect probably did not re- 
flect inhibition of return. When probed and expected locations 
are one position apart (e.g., 6” and lo’), the location counter to 
the ongoing direction of the attention shift also corresponds to 
the location of the previously detected probe. This configuration 
is known to produce a long-lasting inhibition of the response 
(inhibition of return; Posner and Cohen, 1984) but the direction 
effect in the present study did not significantly change with the 
spatial interval separating the cue and target locations. 

The effect of the direction of attention on invalid trials is 
perhaps better explained by the notion that recomputing the 
direction and amplitude (or retinal distance) of an attention shift 
takes longer than recomputing the amplitude (or retinal dis- 
tance) only. This result is consistent with other studies dem- 
onstrating that RT cost is increased when the cue and invalid 
target are presented in opposite fields with respect to the vertical 
or horizontal meridians (Hughes and Zimba, 1987; Rizzolatti 
et al., 1987; Tassinari et al., 1987). In both cases, shifting at- 
tention from the cue to the target requires a change in direction 
(left and right, up and down). It is important to note that only 
the facilitatory effect of valid spatial cueing, not the cost asso- 
ciated with invalid cueing, was imaged by the corresponding 
blood flow measurements since invalid trials were rare during 
the scan. 

In the central detection task, targets at the center of gaze were 
responded to equally quickly when lateralized peripheral dis- 
tractors were presented before, simultaneously, or after the cen- 
tral stimuli. The independence of RTs to central targets from 
the SOA of the peripheral distracters suggests that attention was 
mostly engaged at the center of gaze and rarely shifted toward 
the peripheral distracters. Yantis and Jonides (1990) have re- 
cently shown that by focusing attention on a location, it is pos- 
sible to suppress the automatic tendency to orient toward the 
abrupt onset of luminance transients. 

No psychophysical data were collected during the passive 
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Fgure 9 Sagittal blood flow PET sectlons through prima0 motor cortex (left) and supplementaq motor cortex (n&t) for shifting attention and 
central detection condition -fixation point control. Abbreviations are as in Figures 3 and 5. 

task. where stimuli were lateralized to one or the other field (as 
in the shifting attention condition) but were not overtly detected. 
Although the subject’s behavior was not explicitly monitored, 
it is likely that attention was automatically shifted toward the 
peripheral stimuli. On each trial before the stimulus presenta- 
tion, attention was presumably not engaged on any particular 
task or location. The degree of central focusing was certainly 
lower than in the central detection task, in which fovea1 stimuli 
were actively detected. Peripherally, each of the five possible 
locations of stimulation was equiprobable, precluding any pos- 
sibility of spatial expectation. Such a state of “diffuse” attention 
(Eriksen and Yeh, 1985) is known to be very sensitiv-e to the 
onset of abrupt peripheral transients (Jonides. 198 1; Muller and 
Rabbitt. 1989; Yantis and Jonides, 1990). Reflexive shifts of 
spatial attention during the passive task therefore probably oc- 
curred. enabling comparisons of PET activations produced by 
shifts of attention driven reflexively or by cognitive processes. 

PET Functional anatomy 

Regions related to shifts sf spatial attention 
A region was considered to be related to shifts of spatial attention 
when it was more active in the shifting attention and passive 
task. than in the central detection task. 

Superior parietal cortex. A region in superior panetal cortex 
(near area 7 of Brodmann) was consrstentl) more active during 
shifting attention and passive conditions than during central 
detection conditrons. m comparison to a fixation point onl) 
baseline. This region remained significantly active vvhen the 
central detection condition was direct11 subtracted from the 
shifting attention condition. matching motor. most sensory. and 
arousal factors. 

Residual sensory differences between shifting attention and 
central detection tasks cannot plausibly account for this re- 
sponse. The pattern of penpheral visual stimulation was pre- 
dictable in the shifting attention task. but random m the central 
detection task, while fovea1 transients were on11 presented in 
the latter condition. These differences seem irrelevpant to the 
observed differences in the parietal responses. Furthermore. these 
regions were also active dunng the passive task, in which the 
pattern of peripheral stimulatron was random as in the central 
detection task, and no fovea1 strmuli were presented as in the 
shifting attention task. 

Another possibility is that the superior parletal activation in 
the shifting attention and passive conditions represents a simple 
peripheral visual response, u hlch is gated or filtered out vv hen 
attention is fovea111 focused during the central detection task. 
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Table 7. Foci of activations in motor-related regions 

-Fixation point 

Right sensory-motor cortex 
Supplementary motor cortex 

LVF/LD 
-37, - 1, 50 (62)* 
-5, 13,50 @X7)* 

Left cerebellum 15, -35, -12 (41) 

Right cerebellum 
Right inferior frontal 
Left inferior frontal 
Right thalamus/globus pallidus 

Left thalamus/globus pallidus 
Left caudatus 

Right primary sensorimotor cortex 
Supplementary motor cortex 

Left cerebellum 

Right cerebellum 

Right inferior frontal 

19, -51, -16 (40) 

-65, 19, 12 (43) 

-21, -1, -1 (51)* 

13, 11, 10 (38) 
9, 15,22 (32) 
RVF/LD 
-37, 3, 50 (37) 
0, 19, 48 (61)* 

13, -27, -8 (36) 
15, -23, - 14 (35) 
9, -48, -10 (44)* 

21, -49, - 14 (40)* 
-21, -45, -12 (39) 

LVF/RD 
-35, 1, 50 (63)* 
-7, 15, 50 (78)* 

7, -39, - 12 (62)* 

23, -49, - 16 (46)* 

-55, 23, 6 (34) 

- 17,0, 14 (35) 
- 15, -3, 10 (34) 

RVF/RD 
-37, 1,48 (33) 
-5, 17,46 (56)* 

19, -31, -12(56)* 

1, -48, -12 (50)* 

-21, -44, -12 (36) 
-11, -35, -8(31) 

-59, 25, 6 (38) 

LCD 
-37,0, 50 (60)* 
-5,11,50(59)* 
5, 11, 52 (56)* 
19, -27, -14 (38)* 
23, -29, - 14 (37)* 
27, -43, - 12 (29) 
- 17, -34, 10 (40)* - 

LPASS 

-65, 19, 8 (26) 
57, 5, 29 (26) 

RCD 
-43, 3,46 (35)* 
7, 13, 50 (49)* 
-1, 15,46 (48)* 
13, -31, -9 (57)* 
25, -51, -10 (39)* 
21, -43, -14 (34) 

11, 15, 18 (27) 
RPASS 

-3, -47, -8 (43)* 
- 17, -45, 12 (42)* - 
- 10, -47, 12 (41)* - 

Contralateral foci (e.g., right hemisphere foci for left hand response) are listed first. Other details are as in Table 2. 

SUPERO-ANTERIOR CEREBELLUM 

-12 mm 

L 
- 

LF/LD 
LF/RD 

RF/RD 
RF/LD 

n LF/CD 
0 RF/CD 

Figure 10. Outline of blood flow activations in cerebellum (superoan- 
terior). Shifting attention, central detection -fixation point control. CD, 
central direction. Other abbreviations are as in Figure 8. 

A similar effect has been reported in monkey’s inferior temporal 
cortex (Richmond et al., 1983; Sato, 1989). There are several 
arguments against this possibility. In one experiment (Petersen 
et al., in press), attention was tonically directed toward or away 
from a peripheral stimulus. When these two conditions were 
subtracted, occipital-parietal but not superior parietal activation 
was found. If the superior parietal response in the present report 
was due to a sensory response that is gated when the stimulus 
is unattended, and is not related to shifts of attention, then 
superior parietal activation should have been found in Petersen 
et al. (in press). Also, the superior parietal activations in passive 
and shifting attention conditions were asymmetrically distrib- 
uted in the two hemispheres. There was a single focus in the 
left hemisphere, and separate foci in the right hemisphere for 
stimulus presentation in the left and right visual fields. The 
human lesion literature supports the notion of consistent func- 
tional asymmetries in a mechanism involved in shifts of spatial 
attention rather than sensory processing (e.g., Posner et al., 1984; 
Morrow and Ratcliff, 1988). 

A more likely interpretation for the superior parietal response 
is that it is related to shifts of visual attention across target 
locations. Shifts of attention would likely occur during both 
shifting attention and passive conditions, but not during the 
central detection condition. This interpretation is supported by 
our psychophysical findings and the cognitive literature on au- 
tomatic orienting of attention for abrupt transients (Muller and 
Rabbit& 1989; Yantis and Jonides, 1990). The similarity in 
response location for shifting attention and passive conditions 
can be explained by assuming that the same shifting mechanism 
was recruited on the basis of cognitive or sensory cues. 
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Figure 11. Coronal blood flow PET sections through posterior parietal cortex during luminance detection (present experiment) and visual search 
task (Corbetta et al.. 1991 b). Detection, Shifting attention -fixation point control. Search, Covert recognition of a color (co/or) or conjunction 
(color/‘orientatior2) target in an array of four similar objects (see Discussion) -passive viewing of the same set of stimuli. Abbrev-iations are as in 
Figure 3. The arrobv$ refer to the location of superior parietal activ-it);. 

There are differences. however. betaeen the shifting and pas- 
sive conditions. In the passive task. attention was briefly drawn 
to the periphery by the onset of the stimulus and then presum- 
abl) returned to the center. while in the shifting task attention, 
was engaged for a longer time at the upcoming probe location. 
The strong effect of the ongoing direction of the attention shift 
on reaction time to invalid probes suggests that a return of 
attention to the center was suppressed during the shifting task. 
Finally. a motor response was associated with a shift ofattention 
only in the shifting task. It is unclear if superior parietal acti- 
vation was equivalent in the passive and shifting conditions. 
The magnitude of the contralateral superior parietal response 
was greater for three of four shifting conditions relative to the 
corresponding passive condition and equivalent for all four ip- 
silateral responses. These subtle differences. if real, between 
shifting and passive conditions might be explained by an) of 
the factors listed above. 

Superior parietal activation has been detected during other 
tasks involving shifts of spatial attention across object locations. 
In a visual search paradigm (Corbetta et al., 199 1 b: M. Corbetta. 
unpublished observations). subjects looked for a target defined 

by a single feature (e.g.. color) or a conjunction of features (e.g.. 
color and orientation). The targets were individual geometrical 
objects (e.g.. a red square or a red bar) that could appear ran- 
domly at any of four different locations. Significant PET re- 
sponses were localized in inferior temporal cortex. probably 
related to target recognition, and in superior parietal cortex. 
Figure 11 shows the responses in the superior lobule obtained 
during the visual search task for feature and conjunction targets, 
and the ones obtained in the present detection task. Despite 
differences in stimulus eccentricities. visual features. task de- 
mands (recognition of a simple object 1s. the detection of a 
luminance change), and the underlying brain anatomy (different 
group of subjects in the two experiments). the similarity in re- 
sponse location with the present study is good (the vector dis- 
tance between the two regions of activation was about 16 mm). 
This region appears to be recruited when attention is shifted 
toward locations or object locations, independent of the current 
task demands or goals. 

Superior parietal cortex was not active in other tasks that 
demanded attention to visual stimuli without shifts of spatial 
attention. No superior parietal activation was found. as previ- 
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ously mentioned, when attention was tonically maintained on 
a lateralized peripheral visual stimulus (Petersen et al., in press). 
Nor was superior parietal activation seen when attention was 
directed to the color, motion, or speed of a multi-object display 
during a match-to-sample discrimination (Corbetta et al., 1990, 
1991a). In the latter task, the activity of a different set of ex- 
trastriate visual regions was modulated for each task-relevant 
feature, and these regions appeared to be specialized for pro- 
cessing the relevant feature. The nature of the display and task, 
which did not require shifts of spatial attention from one object 
to another, suggests that these effects reflected mechanisms re- 
lated to feature selection rather than spatial selection. 

In summary, the activation of a region in superior parietal 
cortex (as monitored through maps of blood flow with PET) 
may correlate with shifts of visual attention across locations or 
object locations. This region can be similarly recruited through 
cognitive or sensory cues, and across a variety of perceptual 
tasks (luminance detection, present report; feature and con- 
junction target recognition, Corbetta et al., 199 1 b; imagery, Ro- 
land and Friberg, 1985) encouraging shifts of attention. The 
pattern of activation is thus location dependent and task in- 
dependent, resembling a “shifter” mechanism able to shift the 
window of processing to different field locations (Ullman, 1984). 
Shifts of spatial attention are needed whenever information from 
a selected location must be read out or processed, independently 
of how and/or why that particular location has been selected. 

The same region is not active when attention is directed to 
other stimulus features (motion, color, shape). Selecting a lo- 
cation, therefore, activates a set of brain regions (at least one 
other region in frontal cortex was selectively active in this ex- 
periment; see below) that are distinct and dissociable from those 
activated by selecting a stimulus feature. These results argue for 
the functional independence of the two selection mechanisms. 
This is consistent with ERP findings that directing attention to 
the location or features of a target stimulus produces different 
temporal electrocortical modulations (Hatter et al., 1982; Hill- 
yard and Munte, 1984). 

One or more computations could be implemented in the su- 
perior parietal cortex and be related to shifts of spatial attention. 
Cognitive analyses have suggested that the focus of processing 
is shifted from one to another location (or object) through a 
series of simpler operations (Posner et al., 1984). Attention must 
“disengage” from the current object of interest, “move” to a 
new object, and “engage” it. In a cluttered environment, a dif- 
ferent or complementary mechanism may be needed for filtering 
out irrelevant distracters (LaBerge and Brown, 1989). This mod- 
el is supported by lesion work in humans and monkeys, which 
indicates that damage to different brain regions selectively im- 
pairs these different operations (Posner et al., 1984, 1987a; Rob- 
inson et al., 1985; Rafal and Posner, 1987; see Colby, 199 1, for 
a review of animal studies). Posterior parietal lesions in partic- 
ular seem to affect the ability to disengage attention from stimuli 
in the ipsilesional side, when attention must be shifted con- 
tralesionally (Posner et al., 1984; Baynes et al., 1986; Morrow 
and Ratcliffe, 1987). At the single-unit level, Robinson et al. 
(199 1) have recently isolated a population of neurons in pos- 
terior parietal cortex that fires as long as attention is directed 
away from a target location, during spatial detection paradigms 
similar to the one used in humans. This signal is analogous to 
a “disengage” operation as defined in Posner’s terms. This dis- 
engage operation should be operative during both valid and 
invalid trials, but may be more strongly activated during the 
latter. Since very few invalid trials were presented during the 

scanning phase of the present study, blood flow activations may 
not strongly reflect the disengage component. 

Finally, a shift of attention involves the computation of the 
spatial coordinates of the next intended location, that is, location 
encoding. Superior parietal neurons may compute these coor- 
dinates. Single-unit studies have indicated that neurons in pos- 
terior parietal cortex may encode a visual location by integrating 
retinotopically organized visual signals with actual or intended 
eye position signals (Andersen et al., 1985, 1990b; Duhamel et 
al., 1992).’ 

The superior parietal response seems to be controlled more 
by visual field than direction information. Attention to the left 
or right visual field predominantly activated the contralateral 
superior parietal cortex. The direction manipulation had no 
effect on the magnitude or location of the blood flow response 
for the left field condition, and only a marginal effect on the 
magnitude for the right field condition. Although left and right 
directions in the right field conditions activated similar response 
locations, the magnitude of the response was stronger in the left 
hemisphere for leftward than for rightward direction. 

The absence of any clear direction effect on parietal cortex 
activation might be artifactual, reflecting a failure of the be- 
havioral paradigm to induce consistent shifts of attention in a 
specified direction. The foveofugal or foveocentric series of probes 
(and, we assume, of shifts of attention) were designed to avoid 
movements of attention back to the fixation point, which would 
have inevitably confounded the direction manipulation. The 
strong effect of the ongoing direction of the attention shift on 
reaction time to invalid probes, however, suggests that the di- 
rection of attention was controlled in the intended manner. 

These results do not support a theory ofspatial attention based 
on hemispheric directional biases (Kinsboume, 1977, 1987). 
According to this theory, each parietal lobe controls shifts of 
attention in a contraversive direction, independently of the vi- 
sual field of stimulus presentation. Moreover, the left hemi- 
sphere generates a relatively stronger “contraversive” bias than 
the right hemisphere, and the two hemispheres act in a dynamic 
“push-pull” fashion to equilibrate these directional biases. Left 
hemisphere lesions would lessen this asymmetry, while right 
hemisphere lesions would worsen it. Unilateral neglect repre- 
sents an exaggerated tendency to orient rightward, generated by 
a hyperfunctioning and unopposed left hemisphere, and this 
mechanism could explain the much higher incidence of left over 
right unilateral neglect. Two straightforward predictions can be 
derived from the directional hypothesis in the present experi- 
ment: (1) stimuli changing location with a rightward direction 
within the left or right visual field should mostly drive the left 
parietal lobe, and vice versa; (2) stimuli changing location with 
a rightward direction should produce greater parietal activity 
than stimuli changing location with a leftward direction. Both 

’ No significant activation was detected in the pulvinar (or thalamus) in any of 
the tasks of the present experiment. The pulvinar is considered part of the circuitry 
controlling spatial attention in primates, and it may act as a mechanism for 
increasing the salience of a selected object in a cluttered environment (LaBerge 
and Brown, 1989). It is not clear how this proposal may fit our negative PET 
findings. In the shifting attention task, no irrelevant targets were filtered out and 
one would not expect pulvinar activation. On the other hand, in the central 
detection task, peripheral distracters were presumably filtered out, yet no thalamic 
activation was observed. It is possible that more extreme “filtering” manipulations 
are needed to activate the pulvinar with PET. There is a report in the literature 
of pulvinar activation during recognition and discrimination tasks in presence of 
irrelevant distracters (IaBerge and Buchsbaum, 1990). We have preliminary ev- 
idence for pulvinar activation during the detection of dim luminance changes in 
presence of very salient distractor stimuli (S. E. Petersen and M. Corbetta, un- 
published observation). 
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predictions were not confirmed. Moving attention contraver- 
sively or ipsiversively in either visual field generally activated 
similar parietal regions (in terms of both location and magni- 
tude). The only counter example, that is, a relatively stronger 
left superior parietal lobe response for leftward versus rightward 
direction, was against Kinsbourne’s directional hypothesis. 

The presence of a field effect on PET activity suggests that 
the underlying processing component, that is, shifts of spatial 
attention in our interpretation, may be organized in visual field 
coordinates. Similar field-dependent modulations of activity have 
been reported with PET and ERP recording techniques during 
other spatial attention paradigms. Petersen et al. (in press) have 
reported that when attention is tonically maintained on a lateral- 
ized dimming target, visual-related activity for a nearby neutral 
probe stimulus (a slice of a counterphase-flickered checkerboard 
annulus) is enhanced in a contralateral occipitoparietal region 
(near upper lateral area 19/39). Several ERP studies (Hatter et 
al., 1982; Mangun et al., 1987) have reported a contralateral 
amplitude enhancement of early occipitoparietal ERP compo- 
nents when attention was directed to a lateralized location. Al- 
though different cortical regions are activated in PET, respec- 
tively, by directing attention to a single location or shifting it 
across locations, these findings would suggest that similar field- 
organized representations are employed. 

The parietal cortex was asymmetrically activated by attending 
to the left or right visual field. Each visual field condition ac- 
tivated the same region in the left superior parietal cortex (more 
strongly for right field attention), but two distinct regions in the 
right superior parietal cortex. One interpretation for these find- 
ings is that the superior parietal cortex controls lateralized shifts 
of attention in visual field coordinates, but asymmetrically for 
the two hemifields. Attention to the left field is mostly controlled 
by one region in right parietal cortex, while attention to the right 
field is controlled more bilaterally by a left parietal and a distinct 
right parietal region. The right superior parietal cortex may then 
contain the neural hardware to direct attention contralaterally 
and ipsilaterally. 

A potential confound for this interpretation is that all subjects 
used their left hand to respond to stimuli in either visual field. 
The parietal asymmetry could be related to a visuomotor in- 
teraction between hand of response and visual field of stimulus 
presentation. The processing was intrahemispheric for left visual 
field attention (right visual cortex/right motor cortex), and in- 
terhemispheric (left visual cortex/right motor cortex) for right 
visual field attention. Transfer of information through the cal- 
losum presumably occurred only in the latter condition, and 
might relate to the higher bilaterality of the parietal activation 
during right visual field attention. Recent findings in split brain 
patients have suggested that the integrity of the posterior portion 
of the corpus callosum, connecting left and right occipital and 
parietal lobes, may be critical for such transfer during simple 
visuomotor tasks (S. Aglioti, G. Tassinari, and G. Berlucchi, 
personal communication). There are other results, however, that 
would argue against this possibility. During the passive task, 
which did not require any motor response and obvious intra- 
or interhemispheric visuomotor transfer, a similar pattern of 
parietal asymmetry was observed on the response location. Fur- 
thermore, there is evidence that all three superior parietal regions 
(two right and one left) were activated during a visual search 
task in which bilateral shifts of attention were performed to 
recognize feature or conjunction targets, which were presented 
randomly in left or right visual field (M. Corbetta and S. E. 
Petersen, unpublished observation). 

The superior parietal region localized in this PET experiment 
may correspond to one or more areas of the monkey parietal 
lobe. In monkey, the superior parietal lobe is mostly somato- 
sensory (Brodmann area 5), and the inferior parietal lobe is 
mostly visual (areas 7a, LIP, DP, MST) (Ungerleider and De- 
simone, 1986; Andersen, 1989; Andersen et al., 1990a; Colby 
and Duhamel, 1991). Area 7b in the inferior parietal lobule is 
predominantly driven by somatosensory stimuli (Hyvarinen, 
1981; Andersen, 1989). The homologies between areas in the 
posterior parietal cortex in monkeys and humans are unclear. 
According to Brodmann (1909) the human inferior parietal 
lobule is formed by cytoarchitectonic fields 39 and 40, phylo- 
genetically newer and presumably related to language function. 
The superior parietal lobule (fields 5 and 7) would then include 
both somatosensory and visual areas localized in monkey’s pa- 
rietal lobe. In contrast, according to Von Bonin and Bailey (1947) 
the cytoarchitectonic organization of the parietal lobe would be 
similar in the two species (Eidelberg and Galaburda, 1984). The 
evidence from PET mapping studies in normal volunteers so 
far suggests that (1) different regions in the superior parietal 
lobule are activated during spatial processing (Haxby et al., 
199 l), spatial selection (present report), visual vigilance (Pardo 
et al., 1991), and cued arm movements (Deiber et al., 1991); 
(2) different regions in the inferior parietal lobule have been 
activated by attention to the speed of a visual array (Corbetta 
et al., 1990) and by repetitive and cued arm movements (Cole- 
batch et al., 199 1; Deiber et al., 199 1); and (3) language-related 
tasks tend to activate the posterior superior temporal gyrus more 
than the inferior parietal lobule (Raichle et al., 1991; Wise et 
al., 199 1). It is our opinion that both superior and inferior 
parietal lobules may mediate visuospatial processing, while lan- 
guage-related regions are localized more ventrally and rostrally 
in the superior temporal gyrus. 

Superior frontal cortex. A region of superior frontal cortex 
(near superior area 6) was active when attention was directed 
to the contralateral visual field and the visual stimuli were de- 
tected with a key press response (shifting attention task). Acti- 
vations were similar for either direction of attention. The su- 
perior frontal region was not active when attention was 
maintained at the center of gaze and central stimuli were de- 
tected (central detection task), or when attention was directed 
peripherally and stimuli were not overtly detected (passive task). 

This frontal activation may reflect several different processes. 
The absence of activation in the passive condition suggests that 
the activity is response related or related to the use of attended 
information. Yet it does not simply occur whenever a response 
was made to an attended stimulus, since no activity was re- 
corded in the central detection condition. The central detection 
condition differs from the shifting attention conditions in that 
attention is maintained on a single object rather than shifted 
between objects, and a response is made to a central stimulus 
rather than to a peripheral stimulus. The frontal activation re- 
ported here does not occur, therefore, unless a response is cou- 
pled with a shift ofattention or a response is made to a lateralized 
visual stimulus. The subject’s response, a key press, was not 
lateralized. Nonetheless, it is natural to respond to a lateralized 
visual stimulus with a directed response, and the activation 
might reflect the preparation of such a response in a region of 
area 6. Area 6 is visuomotor and premotor in nature (Wise, 
1987; Passingham, 1988). Damage to frontal cortex produces 
in both humans (Heilman and Valenstein, 1972; DeRenzi, 1982) 
and monkeys (Kennard, 1939; Latto and Cowey, 197 1; Riz- 
zolatti et al., 1983; Deuel and Collins, 1984) unilateral neglect 
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of the contralateral space. In humans, frontal damage seems to 
affect particularly the exploratory-motor components of direct- 
ed spatial behavior (Bisiach et al., 1990; Daffner et al., 1990). 
This is consistent with the proposal that perceptual and inten- 
tional components of spatial attention are mediated within pos- 
terior parietal and frontal cortical areas, respectively (Mesulam, 
198 1, 1990). It should be noticed, however, that peripersonal 
and extrapersonal spatial behaviors are differentially affected in 
monkey by lesions placed respectively in inferior area 6 or fron- 
tal eye field (Rizzolatti et al., 1983). Different frontal PET re- 
sponses might be obtained by directing attention to peripersonal 
space. 

The frontal activation may also reflect an endogenous selec- 
tion component that was activated only when attention was 
shifted on the basis of cognitive cues. Theories of prefrontal 
cortex suggest that this part of the brain may be important for 
“representational behavior” (Goldman-Rakic, 1987, 1988) that 
is, behavior guided or planned on the basis of information stored 
within the nervous system. Recently, Frith et al. (1991) and 
Deiber et al. (1991) have compared PET activations during 
conditions of response selection based on internal or external 
cues, and reported more prefrontal activations in the former 
condition. 

A final possibility is that this activation is eye-movement 
related. To maintain fixation, subjects may need to suppress eye 
movements in the active condition, but not in the passive or 
central conditions since the former required responses to pe- 
ripheral stimuli. For the same reason, subjects may have pre- 
pared and/or executed some small eye movements only in the 
shifting conditions. Experiments on visually-guided eye move- 
ments have localized a putative frontal eye field region (Fox et 
al., 1985b; M. Corbetta, F. M. Miezin, M. E. Raichle, and S. 
E. Petersen, unpublished observations) situated between pre- 
central and second frontal gyrus just in front of primary sensory- 
motor cortex (near area 6; Talairach et al., 1967). The center of 
this putative frontal eye field region is approximately 14 mm 
in vector distance from the one active in this shifting attention 
condition. 

Other visuospatial processing regions 

Another set of brain regions was inconsistently activated across 
conditions or only in one of the two levels of subtractions. We 
will discuss some of these findings because their pattern of ac- 
tivation or anatomical location suggests their importance in 
visuospatial processing. 

Inferior parietal/superior temporal cortex 

Responses were localized on the supramarginal gyrus in the 
inferior parietal lobule (IPL, area 40) during some left visual 
field conditions (shifting attention, passive), and on the superior 
temporal gyrus (STG; area 22) during right visual field condi- 
tions (shifting attention, passive, central detection). Responses 
were generally low in magnitude and variable in location, but 
they all mapped on the right hemisphere. It is our impression 
that these detection tasks failed to drive this region efficiently. 

Given that lesions in the temporeparietal junction produce 
neglect phenomena that have been related to deficits in spatial 
attention, one might have expected more consistent activation 
of this region in our study. This area, however, may mediate 
attentional/perceptual processes that are not emphasized in our 
paradigm. For example, neglect patients show larger impairment 

on invalid than valid trials of spatial cueing tasks (Posner et al., 
1984; Baynes et al., 1986; Morrow and Ratcliff, 1988) sug- 
gesting a greater impairment in the disengage component of 
shifting attention. Since invalid trials were rarely presented in 
our paradigm, which therefore de-emphasized “disengage”-re- 
lated activity, one might expect IPL/STG to be only weakly 
activated in the present experiment.2 

Similarly, several studies indicate that lesions of IPWSTG 
impair the perception and selection of different scales of an 
object (Robertson et al., 1988; Robertson and Lamb, 1991). 
Robertson and colleagues have proposed that some components 
of unilateral neglect after right hemisphere damage can be ex- 
plained by a disruption of global processing. This selection 
mechanism would also not be active in the current paradigm. 

Precuneus 

The precuneus in medial superior parietal cortex (near medial 
area 7) was bilaterally active (independently of the side of at- 
tention) during the shifting attention task, more consistently 
when the central detection condition was subtracted out. Haxby 
et al. (199 1) reported precuneus activation (24 mm in vectorial 
distance from this response) during a visual dot-matching task 
involving several different processing components (e.g., location 
analysis, mental rotation). 

Anterior cingulate 

The anterior cingulate cortex (near area 24) was weakly activated 
in the subtraction between each shifting attention condition and 
the corresponding central detection condition. In the subtraction 
with the fixation point control, the anterior cingulate was not 
detected as an independent activation from SMA, which was 
powerfully activated in all conditions that included a speeded 
response. This response may then represent a true signal from 
the anterior cingulate, which was spatially masked in the sub- 
traction with the fixation point control by a stronger adjacent 
SMA activation, or a differential SMA activation between shift- 
ing attention and central detection condition. 

A region in the anterior cingulate cortex, similar in location 
to the present one, has been activated by a variety of tasks 
involving visual selection (Pardo et al., 1990; Corbetta et al., 
199 1 a), single-word processing (Petersen et al., 1988, 1989; Wise 
et al., 199 l), and motor planning (Deiber et al., 199 1). Anterior 
cingulate activity in all cases was coupled to prefrontal activity, 
and at least in the verb generate task its activation is consistently 
modulated by practice-related effects (Raichle et al., 199 1). Al- 
though originally considered a high-level attentional center for 
both language and visual processing (Posner et al., 1987b; Posner 
and Petersen, 1990) the anterior cingulate has been recently 
conceptualized as part of a response selection system that is 
recruited when the underlying processing proceeds in a con- 
trolled manner (as opposed to automatic) (Corbetta et al., 199 la). 
It is unclear how the anterior cingulate response in the shifting 
attention task could be predicted by this theoretical framework. 

Motor regions 

Several brain regions including contralateral primary sensori- 
motor cortex, bilateral SMA (yet stronger contralaterally), ip- 
silateral superoanterior cerebellum, and contralateral inferior 
frontal cortex were presumably activated by the finger key press 

z We thank Glyn Humphreys for this suggestion. 
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speeded response (average RT, less than 300 msec). The first 
three regions were strictly related to the motor response, since 
they were absent in the passive task. The fourth region was also 
active in the passive task, and may be considered a visuomotor 
region. 

Activations of primary motor, SMA, ipsilateral cerebellum, 
and lateral premotor cortex have been already reported in as- 
sociation with nonspeeded proximal and distal arm movements 
(Roland et al., 1980a,b; Fox et al., 1985b,c; Colebatch et al., 
1991; Deiber et al., 1991; Grafton et al., 1991). 

The activity in several motor-related regions was modulated 
by the side of stimulus presentation. Primary sensorimotor cor- 
tex and SMA activations were greater when subjects responded 
with their left hand to ipsilateral (left field) than contralateral 
(right field) stimuli (shifting attention). A similar asymmetry 
was present when stimuli were responded to centrally, in the 
presence of either ipsilateral (left field) or contralateral (right 
field) distracters (central detection). The effect was very robust 
across conditions, although of uncertain interpretation. Before 
concluding that the relationship reflects an effect of stimulus- 
hand laterality, it will be important to demonstrate that the 
asymmetry flips when the right instead of left hand is used. In 
addition, it will be necessary to determine if the movement 
characteristics of the key press response vary with the coupling 
of hand and visual field. 

Relevance for unilateral neglect 

The syndrome of unilateral neglect is characterized by an in- 
ability to attend and respond to sensory stimuli on the con- 
tralesional side, which cannot be accounted for by simple sen- 
sory or motor problems (DeRenzi, 1982). Unilateral neglect is 
presently considered the result of damage to spatial selection 
mechanisms, and is the best lesion model in humans for studying 
neural mechanisms of spatial behavior. 

The present PET findings are relevant in several ways to the 
interpretation of unilateral neglect in humans. The following 
text will discuss three main issues: (1) unilateral neglect repre- 
sents a deficit in visual orienting; (2) spatial directed attention 
is controlled within a distributed cortical network, (3) unilateral 
neglect is more frequent and profound after right hemisphere 
lesions. 

Lesion studies indicate that patients with lesions centered in 
the parietal lobe, who show extinction (i.e., the inability to detect 
contralateral stimuli when they are presented simultaneously 
with ipsilateral stimuli), present a deficit in shifting attention 
toward the contralesional space when attention is engaged else- 
where (Posner et al., 1984). The deficit in covert orienting is 
greater for left side than for right side stimuli (Posner et al., 
1984; Baynes et al., 1986; Morrow and Ratcliff, 1988; Ladavas 
et al., 1989) and has been correlated with the severity and degree 
of recovery of clinical neglect (Morrow and Ratcliffe, 1987, 
1988). Interestingly, in one study the degree of visual attention 
impairment was correlated with the degree of anatomical dam- 
age in the superior parietal lobe (Posner et al., 1984). Some 
authors consider this deficit in orienting as the cognitive com- 
ponent critically damaged in unilateral neglect (Posner et al., 
1984; Farah, 1990). As noted earlier, it is unclear if the atten- 
tional component activated in our paradigm corresponds to the 
selection mechanisms that are impaired in neglect. 

It is our opinion, however, that deficits in spatial selection 
mechanisms cannot fully explain the wide range of observed 
phenomena. The syndrome of unilateral neglect after tempo- 

roparietal injury more likely represents a combination ofdeficits 
in selective mechanisms such as visual orienting and local/global 
processing, and nonspecific mechanisms, such as arousal/vigi- 
lance. 

Unilateral neglect patients show blunted autonomic re- 
sponses, which physiologically accompany oscillations in arous- 
al levels, during various nonlateralized stimulation conditions. 
Patients with right hemisphere damage, particularly with uni- 
lateral neglect, are also slower than left hemisphere damage 
patients during simple nonlateralized RT tasks (Howes and Bol- 
ler, 1975; Coslett et al., 1987). Ladavas et al. (1989) have shown 
that this RT slowing is common to both temporal- and parietal- 
lesioned patients, whereas only the latter group manifests se- 
lective deficits in orienting (see also Posner et al., 1987a). These 
findings suggest a deficit in vigilance/arousal mechanisms in 
unilateral neglect. 

Finally, PET activation studies also suggest that nonspecific 
attentional mechanisms are localized in regions that produce 
neglect. Pardo et al. (199 1) have localized a right parietofrontal 
system that is active during a visual vigilance task not requiring 
lateralized orienting. Vigilance-related responses do not overlap 
with the activations in superior parietal lobe for lateralized shifts 
of attention, or with the activation in right IPWSTG of the 
present study. In summary, several anatomofunctional regions 
are probably localized in the cortex that has been commonly 
associated with unilateral neglect. The syndrome may represent 
a variable combination of these information processing deficits. 

Neural models, based on anatomical tracing and lesion evi- 
dence, have proposed that spatially oriented behavior may be 
controlled within a distributed brain system, including posterior 
parietal, prefrontal, superior temporal, and anterior cingulate 
cortex, and related subcortical structures (Goldman-Rakic, 1988). 
One important issue dealing with distributed neural systems is 
whether all components in the system are activated by any task 
processed within the networks, or whether individual compo- 
nents are activated as a function of task demands. 

In the present experiment, the superior parietal region was 
activated by voluntary or automatic shifts of attention inde- 
pendent of the execution of an overt response, while activation 
of the superior frontal region depended on the actual execution 
of a motor response. The recruitment of each region was there- 
fore controlled by specific task demands, and not automatic 
across tasks. Lesion studies support this view. Posterior parietal 
lesions seem to be associated with deficits that are “perceptual” 
in nature, such as the inability to detect a sensory stimulus on 
the contralesional side when presented along with another stim- 
ulus on the ipsilesional side (extinction; Daffner et al., 1990), 
or the inability to judge the midline of a rod (Bisiach et al., 
1990). Frontal lesions seem to be associated with deficits that 
are more “premotor” in nature, such as a difficulty in initiating 
and/or performing directional arm movements toward the con- 
tralesional side of space, independent of the side of stimulus 
presentation (Heilman et al., 1985; Bisiach et al., 1990; Coslett 
et al., 1990). According to Mesulam (198 1, 1990) posterior 
parietal cortex provides a sensory representation of extraper- 
sonal space, and frontal cortex provides a map for the distri- 
bution of orienting and exploratory movements. Both PET and 
lesion evidence, therefore, support computational models where 
functional specialization is maintained at the regional level, and 
not distributed in the whole network. 

Finally, several theories have been proposed to account for 
the higher frequency of unilateral neglect after right than left 
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hemisphere lesions. One theory, based on a hemispheric direc- 
tionalbias for attention (Kinsbourne, 1977, 1987), is inconsis- 
tent with the absence of any directional effects on blood flow 
responses. Another set of theories postulates that unilateral ne- 
glect represents a deficit of attentional and/or intentional mech- 
anisms that are organized in hemifield/hemispace coordinates 
(Mesulam, 198 1; Heilman et al., 1987a). The asymmetry arises 
because the right hemisphere is able to direct attention in both 
visual fields, while the left hemisphere can only control attention 
to the right visual field. Our PET findings suggest that there are 
two distinct representations in the right superior parietal lobule 
for separately directing attention into the left or right visual 
field, and one representation in the left superior parietal lobule 
for directing attention mainly into the right visual field. This 
asymmetry may explain the greater “disengage” deficits found 
in spatial cueing tasks following right than left parietal lesions, 
but cannot account for the higher incidence of arousal/vigilance 
deficits following right hemisphere lesions. 

hancement of visual responses in monkey cerebral cortex. I. Modu- 
lation in posterior parietal cortex related to selective attention. J 
Neurophysiol 46755-772. 

Calvanio R, Petrone PN, Levine DN (1987) Left visual spatial neglect 
is both environment-centered and body-centered. Neurology 37: 1179- 
1183. 

Colby CL (199 1) The neuroanatomy and neurophysiology ofattention. 
J Child Neurol 6:S90-S 118. 

Colby CL, Duhamel J (199 1) Heterogeneity of extrastriate visual areas 
and multiple parietal areas in the macaque monkey. Neuropsychol- 
ouia 29517-537. 

Colebatch JG, Deiber M-P, Passingham RE, Friston KJ, Frackowiak 
RSJ (199 1) Regional cerebral blood flow during voluntary arm and 
hand movements in human subjects. J Neurophysiol65: 1392-140 1. 

Corbetta M, Miezin FM, Dobmeyer S, Shulman CL, Petersen SE (1990) 
Attentional modulation of neural processing of shape, color, and ve- 
locity in humans. Science 248: 1556-1559. 

Corbetta M, Miezin FM, Dobmeyer S, Shulman CL, Petersen SE 
(199 la) Selective and divided attention during visual discrimination 
of shape, color, and speed: functional anatomy by positron emission 
tomography. J Neurosci 11:2383-2402. 

Corbetta M. Miezin FM. Shulman CL. Petersen SE (199 lb) Selective 

Conclusions 
attention modulates extrastriate visual regions in humans during vi- 
sual feature discrimination and recognition. In: Ciba Foundation 
Symposium 163, Exploring brain functional anatomy with positron 
tomography (Chadwick DJ, Whelan J, eds), pp. 165-l 80. Chichester: 
Wilev. 

Shifts of visuospatial attention during lateralized luminance de- 
tection tasks selectively activated regions of the superior parietal 
and frontal cortex. Both superior parietal and frontal activations 
encoded the visual field rather than the direction of an attention 
shift. Furthermore, in the right hemisphere superior parietal 
responses for selection of left and right field were spatially seg- 
regated, Finally, superior parietal and frontal regions were re- 
lated to different aspects of spatial selection. The parietal region 
was active when attention was shifted on the basis of cognitive 
or sensory cues, independent of the execution of an overt re- 
sponse. The frontal region was active only when selected later- 
alized stimuli were overtly detected. These findings indicate that 
parietal and frontal cortex differentially contribute to the cortical 
control of spatial selection. 
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